
The Krugersdorp Cult Killings: A Chilling Tale
of Manipulation and Murder

It was a sunny afternoon on May 27, 2016, when a gruesome discovery shook
the tight-knit community of Krugersdorp, a small town located west of
Johannesburg, South Africa. What started as a seemingly ordinary case of a
family murder quickly unraveled, revealing a web of manipulation, abuse, and
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mind control that shocked the nation. This tragic incident became known as the
Krugersdorp Cult Killings, a horrifying tale of darkness and deception
orchestrated by Cecilia Steyn, the mastermind behind it all.

The Cult and Its Leader

Cecilia Steyn, a charismatic and manipulative woman, held an inexplicable power
over a group of willing followers. She had formed a cult, known as Electus Per
Deus (Latin for "Chosen by God"), promising her followers wealth, power, and
divine protection. Under the guise of performing exorcisms and fighting demons,
Steyn convinced her followers to commit heinous acts of violence and murder.
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The members of the cult were ordinary individuals, unsuspecting neighbors,
friends, and family members. Driven by their blind devotion to Steyn and their
belief in her supernatural abilities, they became willing pawns in her demented
game.

The Gruesome Murders
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The Krugersdorp cult members carried out a series of shocking murders
designed to further their twisted belief system. Their victims included innocent
people with no connection to the cult, making their acts even more chilling.

One of the most notable victims was 51-year-old Ria Grunewald. She was a
devoted member of Electus Per Deus, but things changed when she started
questioning Steyn's motives. In a horrifying turn of events, Steyn would
manipulate her own children into murdering their grandmother. This brutal act left
a community in shock, as the dark reality of the cult began to surface.

As the investigation progressed, more victims were uncovered. Including a family
of three, a teenager from a nearby town, and even a former police officer, all
falling prey to the monstrous acts carried out by Steyn and her followers.

The Investigation and Courtroom Drama

It took meticulous police work and a dedicated team of investigators to bring the
cult members to justice. The chilling details of the murders revealed the group's
systematic planning, cold-blooded execution, and complete disregard for human
life.

During the trial, the courtroom was a battlefield of emotions. The cult members,
including Cecilia Steyn, showed no remorse for their actions, further highlighting
the depths of their manipulation. The families of the victims struggled to
comprehend the evil that had transpired within their community, grappling with the
loss of their loved ones.

Lessons Learned and Moving Forward

The Krugersdorp Cult Killings serve as a haunting reminder of the power of
manipulation and the dangers of blind devotion. It is a chilling tale that highlights



the need for awareness, education, and vigilance when it comes to identifying
and preventing such destructive movements.

The survivors and families of the victims have since come together to heal and
rebuild their lives, demonstrating the resilient human spirit in the face of
unimaginable horror.

The Krugersdorp Cult Killings will forever remain imprinted on the collective
memory of South Africa. It stands as a stark reminder that evil can lurk even
within seemingly ordinary communities, and that we must always remain vigilant
against those who seek to manipulate and destroy.

May the story of the Krugersdorp Cult Killings serve as a call to action, urging us
to protect our communities and ourselves from such dark forces. Let it be a
reminder that the innate goodness within us must always prevail over the
darkness that threatens to consume.
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Eleven murders over a period of four years sent shockwaves through the
Krugersdorp community and made headlines nationwide. Eventually these
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murders were connected to Cecilia Steyn and her cult, Electus per Deus (chosen
by God). Members of the cult were willing to do anything for Cecilia – even if it
meant committing murder.
The murderers are intelligent, ordinary people – a teacher, a financial broker, and
a teenager who – despite her involvement in the murders – still managed to
obtain six distinctions in matric and be accepted to medical school. Their victims
merely kept their appointments, not knowing that their appointments were with
death.
Who is Cecilia Steyn? How can one person manipulate five others to commit
murder and perjury on her behalf? How did Satanism contribute to all of this?
How did inexperienced criminals manage to evade capture for so long?
Jana Marx answers these and other questions in this true-crime account that led
to one of the most sensational murder cases in the country’s history. Through
interviews with those in the inner circle, evidence given in court and police files
covering a period of four years, Marx attempts to answer the public’s questions
and provide a view of the inner workings of such a cult.

The Krugersdorp Cult Killings: A Chilling Tale of
Manipulation and Murder
It was a sunny afternoon on May 27, 2016, when a gruesome discovery
shook the tight-knit community of Krugersdorp, a small town located west
of...
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